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Abstract
We propose two new approaches that automatically parallelize Java programs at runtime. These approaches, which rely on run-time trace information collected during program execution, dynamically recompile Java byte code that can be executed in parallel. One approach utilizes trace information to improve traditional loop parallelization, and the other parallelizes traces instead of loop iterations. We also describe a cost/benefit model that makes intelligent parallelization decisions, as well as a parallel execution environment to execute parallelized programs. These techniques are based on Jikes RVM. Our approach is evaluated by parallelizing sequential Java programs, and its performance is compared to that of the manually parallelized code. According to the experimental results, our approach has low overheads and achieves competitive speedups compared to the manually parallelizing code. Moreover, trace parallelization can exploit parallelism beyond loop iterations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Multicore processors have already become mainstream in both personal and server computers. Even on embedded devices, CPUs with 2 or more processors are increasingly used. However, software development has not come up to par with hardware. Designing programs for multi-processor computers is still a difficult task, one that requires much experience and skill. In addition, a large number of legacy programs that are designed for single-processor computers are still running and need to be parallelized for better performance. For these reasons, a good approach for program parallelization is needed. A compiler that automatically parallelizes a source code into an executable code for multi-processor computers is a very promising solution to this challenge. A lot of research in this field has shown the potential of compiler-based parallelization. However, most of the successes have been limited to scientific and numeric applications with static compilation. Recently, virtual machines have been parallelized [4-6, 15]. VMs provide rich run-time information and a handy dynamic compilation feature, which, together with traditional compiler techniques, shows good potential of automatic parallelization. In this paper, we propose two automatic parallelization approaches based on the Java virtual machine (JVM).

Traces, which are sequences of actually executed instructions, are used in our approaches to improve loop parallelization or are used even as units of parallel execution. Furthermore, we collect trace information during pro-
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gram execution, so our approach works simply with any given Java byte code. No source code or profiling information is needed. Some excellent existing features in JVM, such as run-time sampling, on-demand recompilation and multi-thread execution, are used. Enhanced by run-time trace information, our experimental results show that this approach can provide a more competitive parallelization of Java programs than manual code parallelization can. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. An overview of our approaches is described in Section II. Section III presents the technical details of the on-line trace collection system. Section IV describes the analysis of the dependencies between traces. Section V describes Trace-Enhanced Loop Parallelization (TELP), including a cost/benefit model, a parallelizing compiler and a parallel execution environment. Section VI explains another parallelization approach that parallelizes traces instead of loop iterations. Section VII describes the evaluation methodology. Section VIII demonstrates and analyzes the experiment results. Section IX discusses related works. And finally, the last section concludes this paper.

II. OVERVIEW

Fig. 1 depicts the TELP system that is implemented on Jikes research virtual machine (RVM) [5], and also the main procedure of parallelization. There are four main components in our system: an on-line trace collector, a cost/benefit model, a parallelizing compiler and a parallel execution environment. First, we use the on-line sampling-based profiling mechanism of Jikes RVM to identify “hot methods”, which takes much of the total execution time of Java programs. We only consider hot methods as candidates for parallelization to reduce unnecessary instrumentation and threading overheads. In the TELP approach, we filter the hot methods based on several heuristics. First, only methods from user applications are selected. Thus, the Java core and VM methods are not considered in this work. Second, the length of the methods cannot be very short. Third, the methods must contain loops. The hot methods satisfying these criteria are good candidates for parallelization. After good candidates are identified, we recompile them to insert an instrumentation code. As a result, trace information can be collected in the subsequent executions of the instrumented methods for delivery to a cost/benefit model, which decides whether or not the traces are profitable for parallelization. After that, those traces found to be worthy of parallelization are passed to a parallelizing compiler, which recompiles the methods that contain these traces. And finally, parallelized traces execute in parallel inside the Parallel Execution Environment (PEE). The details of these components of TELP are described in the following sections of this paper.

Trace Parallelization (TP) works in the same way as TELP until trace information is collected. When trace information has been collected, it builds a trace dependence graph for each parallelizing candidate. Instead of compiling the whole method, TP compiles traces and generates a machine code for each trace individually. The traces, then, are executed in parallel according to their dependence graphs, and dispatched to multiple cores dynamically at run-time. At the same time, the original sequential code is kept as a fail-safe solution. The VM automatically falls back to its original code when an abnormal exit from a trace is detected.

III. ON-LINE TRACE COLLECTION SYSTEM

A. Trace Formation

A trace is defined as a sequence of unique basic blocks which are executed sequentially during the execution of a program [6]. An example of trace formation is shown in Fig. 2, which is a control flow graph of a section of a program. Trace T1 is the sequence of \{B1, B2, B3, B4, B6\}, and T2 consists of basic blocks \{B2, B3, B4, B6\}. In contrast, a sequence of basic blocks \{B2, B5, B6, B2\} may be executed at run-time due to a loop structure, but it is not considered a trace because B2 occurs twice in the sequence. Traces can be collected by a trace collection system (TCS) that monitors a program’s execution. In our particular case, we extend the definition of a trace to two types: Execution Trace and Memory Access Trace.
Execution Trace
An execution trace records a sequence of executed instructions and basic blocks. Instrumenting code sections are injected at every jump and branch instruction, recording their run-time targets. Similar instrumentation is applied to method calls and returns. Particularly, backward jumps or branches are used to identify loops and collect loop information, like induction variables and loop boundaries. Time stamps are also collected at instrumenting points for future analysis during parallelization.

Memory Access Trace
A memory access trace is a sequence of read and write operations to the memory, including variables, fields and array references. It is collected for data dependence analysis during parallelization. Because actual memory addresses can be collected by on-line TCS, dependence analysis, more accurate than static approaches, can be carried out especially for class fields and array accesses. To reduce memory space overheads, continuous memory addresses are combined into one entry, and only a limited number of entries are kept in one trace. Our study shows this approach works well with regular loop-carried dependencies.

These two types of traces are bound such that each execution trace has only one memory trace. The boundaries of traces are determined by specific types of instructions at run-time. A trace starts upon detecting one of two possible trace entry points: 1) First instruction of an instrumented method, and 2) exit points of other traces.

On the other hand, traces end at several other program points: 1) backward jumps/branches, 2) last instruction (usually return instruction) of an instrumented method, and 3) points where the length of a trace exceeds a given threshold, i.e., 128 byte code instructions in this study, which is rarely reached based on our experiments.

Based on the conditions described above, traces are constructed and stored as objects in the JVM. Also, additional information, such as execution count of traces, is also recorded and saved within the trace objects. As a result, the hot methods, which are potential targets for parallelization, can be split into multiple traces. For example, a single level loop without any branch can be normally divided into three traces: one trace is the first iteration consisting of some instructions before the loop; another trace is the loop body that may be executed many times; and the last one is the last iteration that jumps out of the loop and continues executing following instructions.

B. Trace Collection

A TCS can be implemented in several ways, such as by uses of a hardware profiler and a machine code recorder in an interpreting VM. However, our choices are narrowed down by the unique constraints that our on-line TCS needs to satisfy.

- Low overheads
  Because our TCS is on-line, any overhead introduced here can affect the final performance of the whole system. Hence, the time spent on the TCS must be minimized. In addition, trace information collected by the on-line TCS, as well as the execution program, is stored inside of JVM’s run-time heap. As a result, we also need to control the space overheads of TCS to avoid unnecessary garbage collection (GC), which may degrade the performance and complicate the dependence analysis.

- Detail and accuracy
  On the other hand, on-line TCS is expected to provide detailed, accurate trace information on parallelizing candidates. The parallelizing system relies on this information for subsequent tasks, including decision making, dependence analysis and final parallelization compilation. At least, all branch/call targets must be recorded, as well as the memory accesses to variables and arrays.

Due to the two requirements and the fact that Jikes RVM is compilation-based, we enhance Jikes RVM’s baseline compiler by giving it the ability to insert instrumenting code into a generated machine code. Instrumenting code is executed when certain points during program execution are reached. At that time, useful run-time information like register values and memory addresses is sent to the trace collector running in VM. In order to minimize overhead while recording detailed, accurate data, the TCS is made to work selectively at different levels of detail in various parts of a program. Specifically, trace collection has three levels.

- Level 0 - The lowest trace collection level where only records of method calls and returns are kept. This level is applied to most methods that are not hot.
In the heap, and the only way to access an array element is through its memory address. Our memory access trace records the actual memory addresses accessed by the traces during the instrumenting execution. When an instrumented method is executed, its load and store instructions, as well as their memory addresses, are monitored and stored in its memory access traces. Then, we perform an analysis similar to what is done for the local variables. The only concern is the memory usage for storing these addresses. To deal with this problem, we compact one section of continuous addresses into one data record, which stores a range of memory addresses instead of a single address. This compaction can save a lot of memory spaces, as observed in our experiments.

We also try to simplify the dependence analysis by introducing a dependent section, which is a section in a trace containing all instructions dependent to another trace. For instance, a single loop has 100 instructions and the 80th and 90th instructions carry the dependence between loop iterations. In this case, the dependent section of the loop body trace is 80 to 90 after dependence analysis. A dependent section is used based on the observation that in most cases only a small section of instructions in a trace carries dependencies. In addition, using a single dependent section for each trace greatly reduces the synchronization/lock overheads in the busy-waiting mode, which is used in our parallel execution model.

V. TRACE-ENHANCED LOOP PARALLELIZATION (TELP)

A. Cost/Benefit Model

After collecting trace information for hot methods and analyzing dependencies between traces, our approach then decides whether or not they are worthy of parallelization. We introduce a cost/benefit model inspired from the one used in Jikes RVM’s adaptive optimization system [7]. This model calculates the estimated times of both sequential and parallel executions of a parallelizing candidate with its trace information and some constants. Parallelization is performed if the following inequality is satisfied.

\[ T_{EP} < T_E \times f \]  

Here, \( T_{EP} \) is the estimated time of parallel execution of a trace or a group of traces, accounting for overheads due to trace collection and parallelization. \( T_E \) represents the estimated time of sequential execution, and \( f \) denotes a tunable control factor, which is a constant. For example, if we want to parallelize only the methods that bring high benefit after parallelization, \( f \) can be set to 0.8 or 0.7 to filter out the other non-beneficial methods. Because estimation is made during run-time, the exact time at which a given section of a code will be executed is not known. We thus use the same heuristic as the one in Jikes.
RVM’s adaptive optimization system (AOS) model; that is, the future execution time is equal to the execution time in the past. This assumption works well with AOS, as well as with our approach.

\[ T_{k} = T_{p} = S \times Q \]  

(2)

In Equation 2, \( T_{p} \) is the past execution time, which is calculated by multiplying the number of samples \( S \) and the sampling interval \( Q \). Furthermore, the estimated time of parallel execution can be calculated by Equation 3, where \( T_{p} \) is waiting/idle time during parallel execution, \( T_{\text{overhead}} \) represents the time spent on parallelizing and other overheads, and \( N \) is the number of available processors (cores).

\[ T_{ex} = \frac{T_{d}}{N} + T_{p} + T_{\text{overhead}} \]  

(3)

In Equation 4, \( T_{w} \) can be roughly estimated with \( \alpha \), the ratio of the execution time of a dependent section to the total execution time of the whole program. \( \alpha \) is calculated using recorded execution times of both the instrumented method and its dependent sections. The timing information is collected during trace collecting instrumentation. When this ratio is small enough, \( T_{w} \) can be even 0. The formal equation for calculating \( T_{w} \) is as follows.

\[ T_{w} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } \alpha \leq \frac{1}{N} \\ \alpha T_{d} & \text{if } \alpha > \frac{1}{N} \end{cases} \]  

(4)

And \( T_{\text{overhead}} \) consists of two components. One component is the compilation time of the parallelizing compiler, which can be estimated by the byte code length and compiler’s compilation speed. The other component is obtained from the parallel execution environment and can be represented as a constant. As a result, we have the final equation of future parallel execution time.

\[ T_{ex} = \begin{cases} \frac{T_{d}}{N} + T_{\text{overhead}} & \text{if } \alpha \leq \frac{1}{N} \\ \alpha T_{d} + T_{\text{overhead}} & \text{if } \alpha > \frac{1}{N} \end{cases} \]  

(5)

After \( T_{e} \) and \( T_{w} \) are calculated respectively by (2) and (5) in the cost/benefit model, inequality (1) is applied to make the final decision. Obviously, parallelization is more likely to be performed when dependence is not intensive, i.e., \( \alpha \) is a small value.

**B. Parallelizing Compiler**

Parallelizing candidates that pass the check in the cost/benefit model described above are sent to the parallelizing compiler. One candidate is then compiled to \( N \) new methods, where \( N \) is the number of available processors (or cores). For now, our parallelization approach does not consider the underlying hardware features except the number of processors. These \( N \) new methods can be divided into two types: masters that run on the main thread as a part of the original sequential execution and slaves that only execute parallelized tasks and are destroyed at the end of a parallel execution. The main workload in the original method, which consists of repetitively executed traces, is partitioned into unit traces, which are assigned evenly to both master and slave methods. A general description of our trace-enhanced loop parallelization approach is given in Algorithm 1, where function FindCircle looks for circles in trace graph (TG) and function FindOutMostLoop returns the outermost loop that contains a given trace circle. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of parallelizing traces taken from Fig. 2 on a dual-core machine, in which only four traces T1, T2, T3, and T4 are assumed to be collected during run-time, and their relationship is described by the trace graph (TG) shown in Fig. 3a. These assumptions are made to simplify the example, because traces and their relationship may be changed completely with different inputs. We also assume the loop in Fig. 2 iterates 100 times with no data dependence. A parallelizing compiler refers to Trace Graph for circles, which is T2 and T3 in Fig. 3a, because repetitively executed traces usually have good parallelism. After checking the data dependence of traces in a circle, the parallelizing compiler constructs both master and slave methods, as shown in Fig. 3b. Loop induction variables in both methods are configured based on the execution frequencies (edge weights in Fig. 3a) in trace graph (TG). Iteration \( i \times \text{NumberOfCores} + k \) is assigned to the \( k^{th} \) core to evenly dispatch workloads, where \( i = 0,1,2,\ldots \). Also, some maintenance code segments are inserted into the master method for management of the multi-threaded execution. Details are discussed later in this paper. As a result, after parallelization, the theoretical speedup in this example is approximately 2, if all the overheads of parallelization and multi-threaded

**Algorithm 1: Trace-enhanced loop parallelization**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{input} : & \quad TG - \text{trace graph} \\
\text{input} : & \quad BC - \text{byte code of parallelized method} \\
\text{input} : & \quad N - \text{number of parallel threads} \\
\text{output} : & \quad \text{compiled master and slave methods} \\
C & \leftarrow \text{FindCircle}(TG); \\
\text{While} & \quad C \neq \text{NULL} \quad \text{do} \\
L & \leftarrow \text{FindLoop}(C, BC); \\
\text{Create} & \quad N - 1 \ \text{worker classes with slave methods}; \\
\text{Copy} & \quad \text{traces in L to every slave methods}; \\
\text{Insert} & \quad \text{dependence guards for dependent sections}; \\
\text{Change} & \quad \text{induction variable of kth thread to } i \times N + k; \\
\text{Add} & \quad \text{code to master method that invokes slaves and waits for them}; \\
TG & \leftarrow TG - \{\text{All Traces in L}\}; \\
C & \leftarrow \text{FindCircle}(TG); \\
\text{end}
\end{align*}
\]
execution are ignored.

Moreover, Fig. 4 depicts the details of the code generated by a parallelizing compiler. Several special code segments are inserted into both the original method and the parallelized new methods. They are as follows:

- Code preparing parallel execution: pass variables and invoke parallel execution.
- Code for dependency guards: obtain and release locks.
- Code of modified induction/reduction: used for parallelized loop iterations.
- Code finalizing parallel execution: pass variables back and clear the scene.

As described in Algorithm 2, our approach is a hybrid of trace parallelization and loop parallelization. Pure trace based parallelization is not used because of the limitation of on-line trace collection. Due to branches, a program may have different traces for different given inputs, and online trace collection does not guarantee coverage of all possible traces at run-time. As a result, if pure trace-based parallelization is applied, the parallelized code may be missing some execution paths. In order to resolve this problem, we combine trace parallelization and loop parallelization. Loop bodies that contain traces are detected and parallelized instead of traces. Hence, all possible paths are covered, and control flows among traces are controlled by the branches in the loop bodies, simplifying the code generation for multiple traces. Also, the hybrid approach uses more run-time trace information than the traditional static loop-based approaches to perform more aggressive and accurate parallelization. A major advantage of our hybrid approach is that the data dependence analysis, which is based on run-time trace information as described in Section IV, is much more accurate than that carried out in static loop-based parallelization. For instance, if basic block B3 in Fig. 2 wants to access some data stored in the heap, it would hard and sometimes impossible for a static loop-based parallelization approach to determine whether or not this memory access would be safe for parallelization. But this determination becomes much easier in our hybrid approach because the actual memory addresses are recorded during trace collection, and thus the memory access pattern of B3 can be constructed and used for parallelization. However, the hybrid approach introduces branches into the parallelized code, which may reduce pipeline and cache performance below that of the purely trace-based parallelized code, which is completely sequential. In addition, the number of dependent sections may increase because more instructions are compiled into the parallelized code. And memory spaces may be wasted for those instructions that will actually never be executed.

C. Parallel Execution Environment

PEE is implemented upon Jikes RVM’s multi-thread execution functionality. PEE contains one or more parallel execution threads (PETs), manages copies of the local variables passed between the main thread and PETs, and maintains the dependence guards wrapped to the dependent sections in the code. Generally, PEE manages the executable codes generated by the parallelizing compiler, and ensures their correct executions. Fig. 5 demonstrates how PEE works with a parallelized code section running on N processors.

1) Parallel Execution Threads

As shown in Fig. 5, PETs are separately assigned to multiple processors. Normally, one PET does not travel between processors to reduce overhead. PETs and daemon threads t start running right after VM is booted. However, PETs stay in the idle state before any parallel
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There are several benefits of using the wake-up/sleep mechanism instead of creating new threads for every parallel execution, though the later approach is easier for implementation. First, using a fixed number of threads greatly reduces the memory load during run-time. Second, the scheduler can be further extended for other advanced scheduling policies.

2) Variable Passing
Local variables, which are shared across PETs, need to be copied and passed safely to other threads, besides the main thread, by using arrays. Each parallelized code section has its own variable passing array, which is pre-allocated in the compilation stage. The array is filled with local variable values before PETs are woken. At the beginning stage of each parallel executed method, those values are read correctly from the array. Similarly, writing back to this array is the last job of a parallel executed method. And the main thread restores local variables from the arrays before moving on to the next instruction. This procedure is shown in Fig. 5.

3) Dependence Guards
Dependence guards are implemented with a Java thread synchronization mechanism, particularly, locks. During parallelizing compilation, dependent code sections are identified based on trace information, and each segment is wrapped with two special code segments called dependence guards. First code segment is inserted before a dependent section to acquire a lock, and the other one right after the dependent section to release the lock. To reduce complexity and synchronization overhead, each parallelized section holds only one lock object. This means all dependent instructions have to share one lock, and consequently the dependent section becomes a union of all individual dependent instructions. Although this approach increases the $\alpha$ value and thus, may decrease the speedup after parallelization, it is a simple and fair solution to avoid numerous locks and high synchronization overhead.

VI. TRACE PARALLELIZATION
To apply parallelism beyond loop iterations, we develop another approach that compiles individual traces into a machine code and executes them in parallel dynamically. This approach uses trace dependence graphs to find next executable traces and dispatch them to worker threads that run on multiple cores.

Loop iterations are treated as duplicated traces with different induction variable values, and thus Loop iterations can be parallelized as well. Moreover, traces that are not in loops now can also be parallelized, once their dependences are satisfied.

Table 1. Description of Java Grande benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Execution times (sec)</th>
<th>Input size</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BASE</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Grande</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>section 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crypt</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luifact</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>series</td>
<td>6.99</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smm</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Grande</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>section 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moldyn</td>
<td>33.42</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2,048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>montecarlo</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raytrace</td>
<td>35.97</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. Parallel Execution of Traces

Algorithm 2 describes how a worker thread obtains the executable traces and then lets them run on multiple cores. In this algorithm, the ReadyList is a list of traces whose dependences are already satisfied during the previous execution. Its fetch function returns one executable trace, and removes that trace from the ReadyList. The update function refers to the trace dependence graphs and inserts new traces whose dependences are satisfied by completing the execution of Trace. ReadyList is a synchronized object that is protected by Java’s synchronization mechanism, and hence, it is safe to access ReadyList from multiple worker threads. As functions of an executable trace, loadVariables and saveVariables pass local variables among threads using global arrays, and execute function runs the machine code of traces. A worker thread is blocked by the wait function if there is no trace in the ReadyList. Upon completion of a trace, the ReadyList is updated first, and then, all worker threads are woken up by the notifyAllThreads function to fetch new traces from the ReadyList.

Algorithm 2: Parallel execution of traces on each worker thread

1 while parallel execution == TRUE do
2    Trace ← ReadyList.fetch();
3    while Trace == NULL do
4        wait();
5        Trace ← ReadyList.fetch();
6    end
7    Trace.loadVariables();
8    Trace.execute();
9    Trace.saveVariables();
10   ReadyList.update(Trace);
11   notifyAllThreads();
12 end

B. Fall-back Execution

However, parallelizing a method based on the on-line trace information is not always safe because the traces collected at run-time cannot guarantee coverage of all possible execution paths in a Java program. To maintain correct parallel execution, all exit points of the traces have to be monitored. An exit point is defined as an instruction that makes the execution stream jump out of a trace. For example, a conditional branch instruction is a potential exit point, because it may change the program counter (PC) to some instruction that is out of any trace. We insert a monitoring code before every exit points in executable traces. As a result, whenever an execution stream is going out of collected traces, a fallback event is reported to the controller thread. Consequently, the parallel execution is stopped, and the original sequential code is invoked to complete the execution correctly. In order to fully recover the execution, stack states before the parallel execution are saved in memory and restored before invoking the original fall-back methods.

VII. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Our approaches, TELP and TP, are implemented as described in previous sections by extending Jikes RVM version 3.1.0. Also, for comparison, a simple loop parallelizing compiler is implemented. The code is compiled with Sun JDK version 1.5.0_19 and GCC version 4.3.3. We use a dual-core Dell Precision 670 with a 2-core Intel Xeon 3.6 GHz processor and 2 GB DDR RAM to run the experiments. The operating system on that machine is Ubuntu Linux with kernel version 2.6.28. Each processor has an 8 KB L1 data cache and a 1024 KB L2 cache. The scalability of our approaches is tested by using an 8-core Intel Xeon 2.26 GHz (E5520) processor, which has four 32 KB L1 instruction caches and four 32 KB L1 data caches, as well as four 256 KB L2 caches and an 8 MB L3 cache and 6 GB memory. The operating system is 64-bit Debian Linux with kernel version 2.6.26. The benchmarks used in our experiments are from Java Grande benchmark suite [8, 9] and SpecJVM98 [10].

We divide the benchmarks from Java Grande into two groups. The first group consists of four benchmarks from section2: crypt, lufact, series and smm, which are short codes that carry out specific operations, frequently used in grande applications. Group 2 contains three benchmarks from section3: moldyn, montecarlo and raytrace, which are large-scale applications tackling
real-world problems. These benchmarks are chosen because they all exhibit good data-level parallelism and their manually parallelized versions, which are also provided in the Java Grande benchmark suite, can be directly compared to our approach. The small input size is used to easily observe the effects of our approach and various overheads. Benchmark details, such as sequential execution times (baseline and optimized) and input size, are described in Table 1. These benchmarks are used on both the 2-core and 8-core machines, while the ones from SpecJVM98 are only used on the 8-core machine. SpecJVM98 benchmarks, described in Table 2, do not always have as good data-level parallelism as Java Grande benchmarks. Moreover, they do not have manually parallelized versions. The iteration number is to 10 and the problem size to 100 when running SpecJVM98 benchmarks, when investigating the effectiveness of our approaches on larger real-world Java applications.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

On the 2-core machine, we first measure the fraction of trace execution time to justify whether or not traces are worth parallelizing. Then we evaluate our TELP approach by two metrics: speedup and overhead. Speedup is defined as the ratio of sequential (base) execution time to parallel execution time. We measure the speedups of our automatic parallelized version and manual parallelized version, which is provided by the Java Grande benchmark suite. Overhead is defined as the time spent on trace collection and recompilation. Afterwards, we compare four parallelizing approaches, which are manual parallelization (MP), loop parallelization (LP), TELP and TP, on an 8-core machine using 7 benchmarks from Java Grande benchmark suite. We also compare the latter three approaches with 6 benchmarks from the SpecJVM98 benchmark suite, which does not have the manually parallelized code.

A. Results on 2-core Machine

1) Trace Execution Fraction

We first measure the execution time of traces by instrumenting baseline compiled benchmark programs. We only keep hot traces, which execute more than 100 times, in the results, because frequently executed traces are potential targets for parallelization. The results are shown in Fig. 6. The execution time spent on frequently executed traces ranges from 74.60% to 89.71%, indicating that these hot traces comprise the major portion of a program execution. Hence, a decent speedup can be expected if the hot traces are well parallelized.

2) Speedup

The speedups of all 7 benchmarks are shown in Fig. 7, where SEQ represents sequential execution, TP stands for trace parallelization, and MP represents manual parallelization. We also measure the speedups with and without optimization of Jikes RVM, which are represented as BASE and OPT, respectively. With our approach, all seven benchmarks achieve obvious speedups with and without optimization. The average speedups are 1.38 (baseline) and 1.41 (optimized) on two processors, as shown in Fig. 7. On a dual-core machine without optimization, the first group of four benchmarks shows fair speedups of around 1.4. Among the other three benchmarks from section 3 of Java Grande benchmarks suite, moldyn gains the least speedup with our approach while gaining the best with the manually parallelized version. The reason is that the \( \alpha \) ratio of the dependent section to the whole parallelized code section in moldyn’s only hot method \texttt{particle.force()} is high. There is relatively heavy loop-carried dependence in that code section. Our approach can automatically insert only dependence guards, which make parallel threads work in the busy-wait mode. Thus, moldyn shows lower speedup than the other two benchmarks, which have smaller \( \alpha \) values in their parallelized code sections.

In the beginning of our experiments, we do not allow any optimizing recompilation during program execution because we want to study our approach without any possible interference. However, Jikes RVM provides a powerful adaptive optimization system (AOS) that boosts the performance of Java programs. Hence, we also study the impacts of optimizations on speedup. The results in Fig. 7 indicate that our approach for automatic parallelization still works well with Jikes RVM’s AOS. The average speed up is 1.41, which is similar to the result in Section VII-A and competitive to the 1.63 average speedup of manual parallelization. Jikes RVM’s AOS and our approach integrate naturally because good parallelizing candidates are usually also good targets for optimization, and our framework can exploit the optimization compiler during parallelization.
Compared to the manually parallelized version of all seven benchmarks, our approach shows less speedup. The reason is that manual parallelization applies more aggressive parallelizing techniques, whereas our approach uses simple ones. For example, a reduction instruction like $a = a + 1$ in a loop can be parallelized manually without waiting for previous iterations, by calculating separate sums on each thread and adding them together after parallel execution. However, our approach does not apply this kind of “clever” parallelization. Instead, locks are inserted for variable $a$ and parallel threads are made to wait until the previous value is written to memory. This gap between our approach and the manually parallelized code may be filled by equipping our approach with better parallelizing techniques, which will be part of our future work.

3) Overhead

The overheads introduced in our approach are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 8. They are surprisingly small for a system with on-line instrumenting and dynamic recompilation. As described in Section II, we have made a lot of efforts on trace collection to reduce overheads. By limiting the high-level trace instrument to hot methods and executing instrumented code only once, the time overhead of trace collection is satisfied, only 0.30% on average. Moreover, compilation overhead is also smalls because of the baseline compiler that is used for both instrumenting and parallelizing. Although generating non-optimized machine code, the baseline compiler is the fastest compiler provided by Jikes RVM. The average compilation overhead is 0.14%; however, a higher compilation overhead can be expected if an optimized compiler can replace the current baseline compiler. It is also shown in Table 3 that overhead is related to the number of parallelized methods. We divide all 7 benchmarks into two groups based on their total execution times, where group 1 benchmarks have higher overheads because of their shorter running times. In the group of first four benchmarks, lufact has 3 methods parallelized while others have only one, and thus, both parallelizing and trace overheads of this group are the highest. In the second group, Montecarlo parallelized 6 methods, and consequently, this group’s overhead (0.43%) is much higher than those of moldyn (1 method, 0.07%) and raytrace (2 methods, 0.02%). Additionally, the accessed memory size affects trace collection overhead, and for this reason, the overhead of moldyn’s trace collection is greater than that of raytrace.

B. Results on 8-core Machine

In order to study the scalability of our parallelizing approaches, we measure speedups for 2, 4 and 8 cores. The results of Java Grande benchmarks are shown in Figs. 9-11. The manually parallelized code always has the best speedups, which are 1.77, 3.25, and 5.07 on average. Loop parallelization is close to MP with average speedups at 1.58, 2.86, and 4.53. The results of TELP prove that trace information benefits loop parallelization by providing better average speedups of 1.62, 2.95, and 4.60. However, the scalability of TP is not as good as the other three approaches; its average speedups are 1.57, 2.79, and 3.61, which are close to the others on 2 and 4 cores, but worse than them on 8 cores. The reason is that TP needs a warm-up period to collect enough information.
before it can perform a parallelization. We measure the warm-up time by recording the time before the first parallelized method is executed. The data are shown in Fig. 12. It is clear that warm-up times of Java Grande benchmarks take significant portions of the total execution times when the number of cores is increased to 4 and 8. This is because the warm-up time stays constant while the total execution time reduces, especially for the Java Grande benchmarks whose total execution times are short. On the other hand, there is no obvious warm-up time effect on SpecJVM98 benchmarks because of their longer execution times.

The results of SpecJVM98 benchmarks are quite different, as shown in Figs. 13-15. Only two benchmarks, compress and mpegaudio, achieve higher speedups when the number of cores is increased. The other four benchmarks do not show any speedup higher than 2 because not all SpecJVM98 benchmarks have good parallelism. We identify the time spent on parallelizable regions in each benchmark based on trace information, which is shown in Fig. 16. According to Fig. 16, those that achieve satisfying speedups spend at least 70% of their execution times on parallelizable regions, like all benchmarks from Java Grande and the compress and...
The low percentages of parallelizable regions in mpegaudio from SpecJVM98.

The low percentages of parallelizable regions in jess, db, javac and jack explain why their speedups are not good. In some cases like db, heavy loop-carried dependence is the reason for bad parallelism. In some other cases like jess, javac and jack, it is the program structure that prevents sufficient parallelization. However, the TP approach has some strengths in this situation. As shown in Fig. 13, TP achieves much better speedups for jess, javac and jack. Also, TP always achieves the same or better speedups than LP and TELP. This is because TP exploits more parallelism, beyond loop iterations, and at the same time, it also parallelizes loop iterations as duplicated traces. But the parallelism in traces does not have good scalability, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15. Unlike the loop iterations that can be evenly distributed on many cores, only two or three traces may be run in parallel due to data- and control-dependence.

IX. RELATED WORK

Trace based automatic parallelization has been studied in various works [1, 2]. These works, however, performs an additional execution to collect trace information off-line, and considers only the simple loop induction/reduction dependency. In contrast, we use on-line trace collection to avoid the expensive profiling execution, and introduce more advanced dependency analysis to deal with more complicated Java programs. In the past two decades, a number of parallelizing compilers have been developed, most of them designed for static high level programming languages, like C and Fortran. Some examples are the SUIF [11] and the Rice dHPF compiler [12]. All these works focused on converting a source code into a high quality parallel executable code. In other words, a source code is required for these approaches. In contrast, our work does not need any source code. Some researches utilized JVM for parallelization. Chan and Abdelrahman [3] proposed an approach for the automatic parallelization of programs that use pointer-based dynamic data structures, written in Java. Tefft and Lee [13] used a Java virtual machine to implement an single instruction multiple data (SIMD) architecture. Zhao et al. [4] developed an online tuning framework over Jikes RVM to parallelize and tune a loop-based program at run-time at acceptable overheads; this framework showed better performance than the traditional parallelization schemes. The core of their work is a loop parallelizing compiler, which detects parallelism among loops, divides loop iterations and creates parallel threads. None of these works, however, uses trace information in their systems.

Another interesting research area is thread-level speculation. Pickett [14] applied speculative multithreading to sequential Java programs in software to speedup existing multiprocessors. Also, Java run-time parallelizing machine (Jrpm), based on a chip multiprocessor (CMP) with thread-level speculation (TLS) support, [15] is a complete system for parallelizing sequential Java programs automatically. However, speculation always requires additional hardware support. In contrast, our approach is purely software fully implemented inside of Jikes RVM, without any hardware requirement.
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X. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced two novel approaches of automatic parallelization for Java programs at runtime. They are pure software-based online parallelization built on a Java virtual machine. Parallelization can be done without any source code or profiling execution. Our experimental results on a 2-core machine indicated good speedup for real-world Java applications that exhibit data-level parallelism. All benchmarks were accelerated and the average speedup was 1.38. While this is less than the ideal speedup on a dual-core processor (i.e., 2), it is not too far away from the speedup of even manually parallelized version of those Java programs, considering that the parallelization is done automatically at run-time by the compiler. Also, we observed a very small overhead, only 0.44% on average, from trace collection and recompilation in our approach. Furthermore, we tested our approaches on 4-core and 8-core processors. Our approaches showed good scalability when there was enough data-level parallelism in the Java programs. Even for programs that cannot be well parallelized by traditional LP, our second approach, TP, can exploit parallelism beyond loop iterations.
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